FROM: Barb Weum  
PO Box 92  
PDS 53578

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: It's more beneficial to keep the natural prairie & wildlife & birds. Motorcycles & rocketry would disturb the ecosystems.

Signed: Barbara Weum

FROM: Hildy Keen  
4313 Maher Ave.  
Madison Wi 53716

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

1. Such noisy disruptive activities are opposite of the agreed upon conservation goals for the property.

Signed:  

2. Please honor the Badger Reuse plan which focuses on conservation & low-impact recreational activities. The WDNR agreed on this plan with multiple organizations.

FROM: Willbur J. Luetscher  
5905 Meadowdale Rd.  
Prairie Du Sac, Wi

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed: Willbur J. Luetscher

John Pohlman - LF/6  
WI Dept of Natural Resources  
P O Box 7921  
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

- of the noise and pollution. I go there for peace, quiet, relaxation - nature seeing, hiking - A great time out place.

Signed: [Signature]

FROM: Mr. and Mrs. Charles R. Fenske
S8798 Denzer Rd
PR Du Sac, WI 53578-9700

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

FROM: Judith M. Stoeckmann
200 Oak St - P.O. Box 236
Rock Springs, Wisconsin 53961

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

- it simply contradicts the conservation goals of restoring native prairies.

Signed: [Signature]

FROM: William Peterson
4913 Regerts
Madison WI 53705

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

- we don't need any of these things.

Signed: [Signature]
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammco lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because: they are dangerous, noisy, and will make the area unpleasant. They are also bad for the environment.

Signed:

FROM: Michael Mittelzweig
S8738 Keller Rd.
Prairie du Sac, WI 53578

FROM: Rory Cameron
244 Dwight St.
Chippewa Falls, WI 54729

FROM: Dibiase
533 W. Main #112
Madison, WI 53703

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
P O Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

**Do not disregard the wishes of the people for the sake of politics.

Signed: [Signature]

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

---

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

This will just destroy the very environment we are trying to have for future generations. It will destroy land, reduce animal and bird populations.

Signed: [Signature]

53707792121

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

---

Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

Signed: [Signature]

53707792121

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921
Public Comment on the Draft Master Plan for the Sauk Prairie Recreation Area

I am writing to support the WDNR's proposals for ecological restoration, habitat management and quiet nature-based recreation on the former Badger Ammo lands but do NOT support proposed on/off-road motorcycles, high power rocketry and a future gun range because:

- Stirring up contaminated dust is the cur, having negative impact on health of humans and animals and the environment. Noise impact DVR in ability to enforce rules. Out of state people not following rules.

Signed: [Signature]

John Pohlman - LF/6
WI Dept of Natural Resources
PO Box 7921
Madison, WI 53707-7921

Prairie is forever...